1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The European Union (EU) has invested in the creation of a system for the transnational exchange of forensic data between Member States for the purpose of combating cross-border crime, terrorism and illegal migration: the so-called Prüm system [@bb0005], [@bb0010]. This system relies on the permanent and automated exchange of information (specifically DNA profile data, fingerprints and vehicle registration data) between Member States. This paper focuses on the exchange of DNA data insofar as the Prüm Decisions have widened the scope of DNA profiling and databasing as an increasingly important tool for criminal investigation and criminal justice systems [@bb0015], [@bb0020].

Although the implementation of the Prüm system has not been as fast and smooth as expected [@bb0025], according to the DAPIX[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} report issued in May 2016 [@bb0030], there are 22 operational Member States exchanging DNA data. The following six Member States have not initiated DNA data exchange: Croatia, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Greece and the United Kingdom.

The Prüm system for exchanging DNA data consists of sending through a secure communications infrastructure (sTESTA) the profiles that comply with the Prüm matching rules, on a hit/no hit basis (Step 1).[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} Only the hits or matches that are confirmed by both parties allow additional information to be requested through the existing mutual assistance channels (Step 2). If deemed relevant, the results of the information request can then be forwarded to the authorities responsible for the criminal case concerning the match [@bb0005], [@bb0035].

Nevertheless, the automated comparison of DNA profiles has increased the possibility of false positives and false negatives given the volume of profiles that are available for comparison [@bb0035], [@bb0040], [@bb0045]. In spite of the Prüm matching rules and the upgrade to the European Standard Set (ESS)-loci[3](#fn0015){ref-type="fn"} that could mitigate this risk and an eventual re-testing to confirm matches, there are a number of profiles in older databases that are only upgraded when they produce a match [@bb0050]. These profiles are often not included for international comparisons and, therefore, represent a missed opportunity to solve a crime [@bb0050].

Given the increasing importance of the exchange of DNA data in criminal justice systems [@bb0055], [@bb0060], this paper aims to map and analyse the patterns of DNA matching between operational countries by examining the available statistics of the operation of the Prüm DNA data exchange from 2011 to 2015.

1.1. Challenges of the Prüm system: risks and benefits {#s0010}
------------------------------------------------------

A growing body of literature in the field of social sciences has focused on the institutional and political consequences of the implementation and development of the Prüm system and the associated exchange of forensic information among EU Member States [@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090], [@bb0095]. One topic of debate has been the differentiations in power, interests and trust among the Member States and how these aspects could bring implications in the Prüm system, as well as the consequences for the wider processes of European integration [@bb0070], [@bb0085]. Dimensions related to privacy and data protection issues raised by Prüm have also been the subject of analysis, mainly referring to the implementation of common minimal standards of data protection under Prüm and the diversity of legal frameworks in EU Member States [@bb0100], [@bb0105], [@bb0110], [@bb0115]. The obligatory nature framed by the so-called Prüm Decisions [@bb0005], [@bb0010] meant that all legislative differences and locally nuanced policies and practices[4](#fn0020){ref-type="fn"} associated with DNA profiling and databasing are now to be considered in a wider context, beyond the nation state [@bb0120], [@bb0125], [@bb0130], [@bb0135], [@bb0140].

The social, legal, ethical, economic and operational challenges associated with the exchange of forensic bioinformation were the subject of several works by McCartney and colleagues [@bb0040], [@bb0145], [@bb0150], [@bb0155]. These offer insights into the multifaceted and complex issues of transnational cooperation in police and forensic matters, reflecting on the impacts in terms of the Prüm system\'s technical viability, democratic legitimacy and acceptability in view of its socioeconomic costs and benefits. As discussed by Fiodorova [@bb0130] and Prainsack and Toom [@bb0025], all the necessary procedures to implement and ensure the operation of the Prüm system impose costs (i.e., technical, financial and organisational costs) to Member States that are unequally distributed. This is evidenced in the responses to a questionnaire issued by the Belgian Presidency of the Council of the EU in 2010 that was sent to all Member States that had not yet fully completed the implementation of the "Prüm Decisions." The issues identified by the respondents as hampering the implementation of DNA exchange were mainly information technology (IT)-related, but they were also associated with financial matters and human resources [@bb0160]. Moreover, besides legal and operational challenges, many EU countries are facing economic difficulties that limit the availability of resources that can be dedicated to the implementation or standardisation of systems for sharing forensic information [@bb0040], [@bb0145].

In spite of critical voices, the potential benefits and advantages of the Prüm system have been highlighted in view of the criminal investigation intelligence it can offer in articulation with other sources of information [@bb0165]. More recently, the implementation, evaluation and strengthening of the structures for the exchange of DNA data in Prüm were the subject of a research project that focused on the cases of Belgium, France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The PIES[5](#fn0025){ref-type="fn"} project resulted in particularly relevant studies of cross-border matches between Belgium and the Netherlands [@bb0060], as well as between the Netherlands and 18 other operational Member States [@bb0170]. These and other works [@bb0175], [@bb0180], [@bb0185] have used data about confirmed matches to map the geographical patterns of crimes solved with DNA intelligence obtained through the Prüm exchange. The conclusions of these studies emphasise the notion of a "proximity effect" in relation to cross-border criminality. That is, the selected location to commit a crime is usually close to the offender\'s residence, and the same effect can be observed in contiguous regions in spite of national borders [@bb0060], [@bb0170], [@bb0185].

Considering the wider implications of the Prüm DNA exchange, Wilson problematised and evaluated the Prüm model for forensic biometric cooperation in view of its contribution to the production of global public good(s) [@bb0190]. The author argues that its contribution towards the production of a global public good derives from the way in which it respects national political and legal autonomy over the regulation and use of sensitive personal data. The stability of the Prüm system will depend on its supervision and accountability to both EU and national institutions.

However, Wilson [@bb0190] also points out that the present statistical model[6](#fn0030){ref-type="fn"} is unsatisfactory. In view of the necessary transparency and accountability of the Prüm system, more extensive and informative statistics would be an important contribution to the assessment of the system\'s functioning and societal benefits. Specifically, there is not much information about what Wilson refers to as "public bads," like cross-border offences. In this regard, the author questions if the asymmetrical distribution of power in the EU results in pressure for the weaker members to internalise the costs of crime. In the words of the author: "*Does the Prüm legislation oblige states of (migratory) origin to undertake the cost of databasing criminal justice information for the benefit of destination states? In other words, does it force the internalisation of externalities?*" [@bb0190].

This question seems to highlight an asymmetrical proportion of contributions (namely, the inclusion in DNA databases of known criminal offenders) and the collection of benefits (obtaining information to solve crimes) between the founding members of Prüm and the countries that joined the system through the EU Council Decisions. By resorting to the statistical data made available by DAPIX, we aim to provide an overall assessment of the current scenario and patterns of operation of the Prüm DNA exchange, highlighting the differentiated contributions by the EU Member States.

2. Materials and methods {#s0015}
========================

The data collected for the analysis in this paper refer to the annual reports designed according to the form detailed in document 14103/11 [@bb0195]. This determines the format of the match statistics that Member States should report to DAPIX. Match statistics are to be issued annually and include the total number of profiles of people and stains at the beginning and end of the year in the national DNA database, as well as the total number of profiles sent and received. However, the number of profiles received from other countries is not available in countries that use CODIS (Combined DNA Index System) software, as this system only keeps statistics on the number of matches. Another table describes the match statistics of each country with its respective exchanging Member States. The columns on the table for each operational Member State include the following: total, stain own-person ex, stain own-stain ex, person own-stain ex, person own-person ex, where "own" means in the national database and "ex" refers to external or in other countries\' databases.

While person-to-stain matches are undoubtedly important for criminal intelligence, the other types of matches can also constitute relevant information. For example, person-to-person matches can help in ascertaining the identity of someone who is included in more than one DNA database. Stain-to-stain matches can also provide significant criminological data on the activities of an individual or group of individuals that have left biological traces at crime scenes in multiple jurisdictions. In this paper, we chose to analyse person-to-stain matches since these are potentially more informative for the investigation of criminal offences.

After collecting the documents and any corrections and/or amendments for 2011 through 2015, the data were compiled in Microsoft Excel™ tables divided by year and country. In order to calculate figures like the "proportion of population" included in national DNA databases or the "ratio of national/Prüm matches," additional columns of information from national DNA databases were added to the tables (e.g., total country population, total number of individuals included in national databases and number of person-stain matches). These data were collected for the same years under analysis from the European Network of Forensic Science Institutes (ENFSI) annual reports published on the ENFSI\'s website.

There are, however, several caveats to the data collected by DAPIX. For example, Member States that use CODIS as the DNA database managing software do not record the number of sent profiles of people or stains. Although it accounts for unique matches, the data do not contemplate "clusters" (i.e., "*a set of matching profiles likely to originate from the same person and that corresponds to several criminal affairs*") [@bb0200], which could prove informative on the usefulness of matches. Moreover, whenever a Member State connects to others, the initial transactions may render a more significant number of matches on that first year than in the following years of operation under Prüm. For example, in 2014, Belgium began its exchange with France, resulting in 2925 stain-person matches, compared to 398 in 2015. Hence, this phenomenon appears, with more or less expression, every time a Member State establishes a new connection [@bb0145].

Given the limitations of the available data, an improved methodological scenario would contemplate statistics on the total profiles sent and received, the number of confirmed matches, the number of matches reported for follow-up, the number of actual followed-up criminal cases and statistics on the judicial outcomes of the cases. Nevertheless, it is important to study the available statistics to understand the current geographical patterns and tendencies in the operation of the DNA data exchange in Prüm.

3. Results {#s0020}
==========

In May 2016, all Member States were exchanging DNA data with others, except for Denmark, Croatia, Greece, Ireland, Italy and the UK [@bb0030]. Some countries have been more proactive in establishing connections and have succeeded in starting exchanges with more countries. The countries with the least established connections were Belgium (with France and the Netherlands) and Portugal (with Austria, the Czech Republic, the Netherlands and Spain). The Netherlands (21), Austria (20) and Slovakia (19) are currently exchanging DNA information with the most Member States.

An overview of the available data (for 2011 to 2015) suggests that most of the volume of exchanges and DNA profile matches have occurred in West and Central European countries that have taken lead roles in the implementation of Prüm. Consistently, the top five countries in volume of Prüm matches are Germany, Austria, Spain, France and the Netherlands. Also, a rapid implementation of Prüm in the Northern and Eastern European countries contrasts with the slower development in Southern Europe countries, such as Greece, Italy and Croatia, which are not yet operational in Prüm, or Portugal, Malta and Cyprus, which have relatively small DNA databases that include less than 0.1% of the population. This is an indicator of the asymmetrical development in the implementation of national DNA databases in the EU.

During the observational period, the DNA databases of operational Member States in Prüm with the highest proportion of population included were France[7](#fn0035){ref-type="fn"} (2.91% in 2011 to 4.65% in 2015), Estonia (3.31% in 2013 to 3.63% in 2015) and Finland (2.43% in 2012 to 2.87% in 2015) (see [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}).

As noted above, some Prüm Member States consistently record the highest volume of annual matches, like Germany, Austria, Spain, France and the Netherlands, ranging from an annual sum of 8286 total matches in 2011 to 19,873 total matches in 2015. However, the average for all countries in 2015 was 1180 total matches.[8](#fn0040){ref-type="fn"} As previously stated, total match figures can be distorted, as the confirmed matches can be conservatively calculated to correspond to a third of the total matches [@bb0190]. Nevertheless, the calculation of comparative ratios can be helpful by putting the match figures in a perspective that illustrates the functioning patterns of the Prüm DNA exchange.

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} ranks the countries with a higher number of yearly total matches. This table also includes the (own) person-to-(external) (OP-ES)/(own) stain-to-(external) person (OS-EP) parameter. A higher value of this ratio means that a country is contributing with people profiles from its national DNA database to identify stains in other countries, more than their crime scene stains are being identified with people in databases of other countries. This can be interpreted as an indicator of the directionality of the geographical occurrence of the matches.Table 1Top countries ranked by total volume of matches (2011--2015).Table 1YearCountryOS-EPOP-ESTotal matchesRatio\
OP-ES/OS-EP2011Germany390063245320.16Austria61484914631.38Spain7411679080.23France73707370.00Netherlands4432036460.462012Germany4315196762820.46Spain1830149433240.82Austria62293815601.51Netherlands69252912210.762013Germany4890165065400.34France1422368551072.59Austria998118621841.19Spain892110419961.24Lithuania119115912789.74Netherlands74147312140.642014Germany3529221057390.63Belgium325535136060.11Austria1486151630021.02Spain123198922200.80Netherlands881105919401.20France15771015870.012015Germany5612145670680.26France1567409956662.62Austria1463152629891.04Spain1218122524431.01Netherlands88182617070.94

The OP-ES/OS-EP ratio compensates for the differences in the total number of matches, expressing the proportion of a given country\'s database contribution to the identification of stains in databases of other countries. Therefore, regardless of the relatively low number of total matches, it is possible to assess the disproportion of OP-ES and OS-EP matches.

Thus, our analysis focused on questioning if there was evidence of a pattern associated with the differences between the types of matches. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} ranks the top three Member States for each year that have the highest disproportion of person-stain matches in Prüm, given by the OP-ES/OS-EP parameter, with significant contributions from Eastern European countries. The actual reported number of OS-EP matches for Romania in 2011 was 0, and it was changed to 1 to allow division. Also, Latvia did not report data for 2013.Table 2Top 3 countries ranked by ratio of OP-ES/OS-EP (2011--2015).Table 2YearCountryOS-EPOP-ESTotal MatchesRatio\
OP-ES/OS-EP2011Romania1393939.00Lithuania1447613.36Finland617232.832012Lithuania281892176.75Latvia1169806.27Romania1024235254.152013Romania1111211.00Lithuania119115912789.74Bulgaria373173548.572014Romania2534537013.80Lithuania1025926945.80Estonia1469834.932015Romania554114667.47Lithuania854004854.71Hungary351561914.46

Another relevant aspect emerging from the analysis of the statistical data is the proportion of person-stain matches in Prüm in relation to person-stain matches in national DNA databases. This can be presented as a percentage expressing how much the operation in Prüm represents in terms of the yearly output of each national DNA database, here converted in percentage ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). Both ratios are calculated in relation to the population of individuals included in national DNA databases. Given the many outliers caused by the implementation and connections with new Member States in previous years, we focus on data for 2015. This year has the most Prüm operational between countries, although Portugal and Malta only started reporting data in 2015.Table 3Ranking of countries by ratio of national/Prüm matches (2015).Table 3CountryOS-EP (DAPIX)OP-ES (DAPIX)Total Prüm matches (DAPIX)Total national person/stain matches (ENFSI)Ratio of national person-stain per person (ENFSI)Total individuals included in national database (2015)% Pop included national DNA databaseRatio OP-ES/OS-EPRatio of Prüm/national matchesPortugal312253491.1%46640.05%0.7145%Romania554114669943.1%32,1490.15%7.4741%Poland701432134831.1%42,7530.11%2.0428%Luxembourg2307530534214.5%23610.41%0.3322%Lithuania8540048525633.4%76,3172.58%4.7113%Hungary3515619112360.9%137,6611.38%4.4613%Austria14631526298922,53411.4%197,9412.44%1.047%Slovakia20821041849989.6%51,8260.94%1.014%Spain12181225244340,53412.7%319,8370.68%1.013%Slovenia100156256518416.7%31,0031.55%1.563%Belgium593118711398311.1%35,9910.35%0.203%France156740995666142,2474.6%3,068,2434.65%2.623%Czech Republic18744463119,95611.6%171,5191.63%2.372%Finland22639862423,76015.1%157,3032.87%1.762%Netherlands881826170752,29523.3%224,6691.32%0.942%Estonia2588113564011.8%47,6183.63%3.522%Germany561214567068165,76219.5%849,9071.05%0.261%Latvia20173722164.2%52,5412.63%0.851%Sweden36630767348,35231.8%151,9311.54%0.841%Cyprus2202216740%4140.05%0.000%

Since this measure relies on both DAPIX and ENFSI information (for person-stain matches in national DNA databases), there are cases of missing data. Bulgaria has no data, as it last reported data to ENFSI in July 2009. Additionally, Malta did not report statistics for person profiles sent or received in Prüm in 2015, and it did not present matches with the stain profiles sent to other countries. For these reasons, Bulgaria and Malta are not presented in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. The following table is ranked by the ratio of Prüm/national matches. Total person/stain matches and person/stain matches per person are annual figures reported on December 2015, with the exception of Lithuania and Slovenia that reported data from June 2015. The table also includes a column with a percentage of the included individuals in the national DNA database in relation to the total population of each country as reported to ENFSI at the end of 2015 [@bb0050].

By looking at the column ranking the ratio of national/Prüm matches, the data show that Portugal had the highest level of Prüm operation matches compared to the national operation matches. In 2015, Portugal\'s 22 person-stain matches in Prüm are weighed against the 49 person-stain matches in the national DNA database. The other top-ranking countries are Romania, Poland, Luxembourg, Lithuania and Hungary, where the total number of matches is more substantial than Portugal\'s. With the exception of Luxembourg, these countries have a relatively low proportion of national person-stain matches per person [@bb0050]. This contrasts with countries like Germany, the Netherlands or Sweden, which have high ratios of national person-stain matches per person and some of the lowest ratios of ratios of OP-ES in Prüm. For these countries, not discounting false positives, the Prüm DNA exchange represented 1% to 2% of the global output of the national DNA databases in 2015. It is also possible to observe that the proportion of the population included does not necessarily associate with more national or Prüm matches.

4. Discussion {#s0025}
=============

The current statistical model of Prüm DNA data exchange was subjected to consultation by the participating EU Member States within DAPIX. A majority preferred to report "unfiltered" statistics, and only few were willing to organise and report figures on confirmed matches that were deemed relevant for criminal investigation [@bb0195]. While this conditions the reliability and meaningfulness of the available data, it is nevertheless imperative to start a discussion that may lead to future improvements, like the discrimination between false positives and confirmed matches. As the DAPIX consultation process on the statistical model comes to show, there are several asymmetries in the implementation of Prüm deserving careful consideration.

There are differences in the governing legislation of DNA databases and population sizes that have been covered in previous work [@bb0205], which, along with factors like policing practices or resources devoted to crime scene examination, can influence the total number of person-stain matches obtained in DNA databases [@bb0210], [@bb0215]. In the Prüm system, we can consider the geographically divergent rates of the database size and volume of data exchange to ponder patterns of mobility between Member States [@bb0220]. These may display trends extending farther than the occurrence of matches between countries sharing borders [@bb0060], [@bb0170].

The data indicate a consistently high volume of annual matches by the early signatories of the Prüm Treaty, which also operate some of the older national DNA databases in Europe [@bb0225]. Particularly in the case of Germany regarding the difference between OP-ES and OS-EP, the trend is to have higher (own) stain-to-(external) person matches in Prüm than (own) person-to-(external) stain. It means that person profiles in other Member States\' DNA databases are contributing to identify crime scene stains stored in Germany\'s database. This is an important element in view of Wilson\'s argument of Prüm as an intermediate input into the production of a global public good(s) [@bb0190] if Prüm\'s DNA matches are seen as contributing to solve crimes and increase the country\'s security.

Bearing in mind the potential benefits of the transnational exchange of data, one could look at the volume of matches and conclude that a high number of matches benefit the collective good of a given country by facilitating the investigation and, eventually, the resolution of crimes [@bb0190]. However, the higher volume of DNA transactions carries the risk of adding pressure on DNA database users and administrators to confirm near matches, and countries with larger databases can be burdened with adventitious matches [@bb0040], [@bb0045]. Even if not all matches are pursued in Step 2 (i.e., they generate a request for further personal data and are processed by the requesting country\'s criminal justice system), a significant volume of intelligence can be rendered through the exchange [@bb0165], [@bb0170]. Since Member States have some degree of discretion as to the selection of Step 1 matches to report, how to assess and process Quality 2 matches or what information to provide to the requesting country in Step 2, it is possible that the differences among Member States in terms of police and judicial organisation, resources and infrastructures may be reflected in the construction of mutual trust in the integrity of transnational cooperation [@bb0040], [@bb0085]. These existing asymmetries in terms of overall costs and benefits derived from national contexts and the observed fluxes of DNA matches can pose a potential element of hierarchisation and fragmentation in the operation of Prüm [@bb0085], [@bb0190].

Given that the data do not inform about the nationalities, places of birth or residence or types of crime or even if the matches were confirmed and actually used to advance a criminal investigation, we may look at the following two important figures: OS-EP matches and OP-ES stain matches. Among other factors, these numbers may be affected and differentiated according to local policies and priorities regarding the collection and databasing of crime scene samples, as well as by the criteria for inclusion and exclusion of profiles of individuals and crime scene stains in each country. By assessing the ratio of OP-ES/OS-EP, the geographic and criminal mobility patterns of the Prüm exchange of DNA data may then become apparent. Thus, although there is considerable cross-border volume of matches between neighbour countries [@bb0060], [@bb0170], [@bb0220], there is also evidence of broader patterns of mobility from Eastern European countries towards the West.

In other words, the geographic distribution of the matches, considering the origin database of the person and the location of the stain, appears to confirm previous research on patterns of criminal mobility affecting West and Central European countries, which are mostly associated with volume crime like burglaries [@bb0170], [@bb0220], usually involving individuals originating from Eastern Europe [@bb0220], [@bb0230]. Moreover, the scenario expressed by the total number of Prüm matches describes a centripetal tendency of the Prüm system. The available data suggest that these West and Central Europe countries, with the exception of Germany, present a balance between OP-ES and OS-EP matches.

The same cannot be said for countries like Latvia, Lithuania and Romania, which reported relatively few identified stains through matches with people included in other countries\' databases. Given the relatively low person-stain matches per person in these countries\' national DNA databases, their high ranking in the ratio of OP-ES/OS-EP can be an indication of their importance in the investigation of offences in other countries and not necessarily the ones with which they share their borders.

Additionally, in order to describe the relevance of the Prüm operation, we have calculated a ratio between the output of national DNA databases in their local context and in the Prüm exchange. While the Prüm/national person-stain match parameter is significant to the importance of Prüm matches for the operation of Portugal\'s database, the figures can be regarded as very low in the EU context. Again, with the exception of Portugal and Luxembourg, the countries at the top are Eastern European countries like Romania, Poland, Lithuania and Hungary. This tendency could be interpreted as the issue of the internalisation of externalities in the context of Prüm suggested by Wilson [@bb0190]. Specifically, this group of countries assumes the costs of gathering criminal investigation intelligence and including profiles of individuals in DNA databases for the potential benefit of other states.

5. Conclusion {#s0030}
=============

This paper provides an overview of the Prüm state of affairs, showing some tendencies in the wider patterns of Prüm DNA exchange. The main highlights are the development of a core group of countries sharing a high volume of matches between them, contrasting with an eastern peripheral group whose role has been to provide the profiles of people that match stains in the core group of countries. The data allow reference to a third group, involving the southern periphery of the EU, composed of countries like Malta, Cyprus and Portugal that are currently having very little impact on the transnational exchange of DNA data.

There are known caveats and limitations to the data presented and, consequently, to the scope of this analysis. First, the data were collected from 2011 to 2015. Over the course of these years, the number of Member States exchanging DNA data grew from 12 to 22, as did the number of interconnections between them. Hence, for every new connection, there can be a high volume of matches that may not have continuity in the following years. Moreover, the number of interconnections is uneven, as several Member States have not yet established DNA exchanges with more than 10 other Member States.

Second, by calculating ratios, our analysis attempted to minimise the effects of disparate DNA database population sizes and the total volume of matches. Nevertheless, these are crude parameters, albeit a possible and tentative way of assessing the situation regarding Prüm DNA data exchange.

Third, this analysis represents a partial portrayal of the potential of the Prüm DNA exchange. This is because the data account for all of the types of matches between the profiles that were sent and received, and the current system of reporting statistics also counts potential false positives [@bb0235]. An informed assessment of the effectiveness of the DNA data exchange would consider only confirmed matches or those that could have aided a criminal investigation. Moreover, instead of a system of open information sharing, Prüm Member States have autonomy in filtering what profiles are selected for exchange, and there are no established common protocols or guidelines to do this [@bb0025].

Currently, a global assessment of the effectiveness of the Prüm DNA exchange (i.e., the confirmed matches that have aided the investigation of a crime in all participating Member States) is simply not feasible. In spite of the scarcity of data about cross-border offences and offenders or the criminal justice outcomes of Prüm matches, it is still important to stimulate a debate on the operation and distribution of results. A social sciences approach could complement future research regarding the development of Prüm by exploring the political consequences [@bb0240] and the heterogeneous characteristics of the different national contexts [@bb0025]. Furthermore, it could be useful to have statistics on the so-called Prüm Step 2, not only for the purpose of transparency and accountability to European citizens, but also for academic research on the different countries\' justice system responses to Prüm DNA hits. For example, through the integration of Step 2 procedures and results in the Prüm operations\' statistical reports, it would be possible to gather information on the actual distribution of benefits across the EU in terms of types of crimes solved, police and judicial handling of Prüm matches and relevant criminological intelligence [@bb0055], [@bb0060], [@bb0170]. In summary, transparency, accountability and trust are fundamental elements for the development and stability of the Prüm system. A feasible and more comprehensive reporting of match statistics would be a useful step in this path.

This work was funded by the European Research Council (Consolidator grant agreement no. 648608) within the project 'EXCHANGE -- Forensic Geneticists and the Transnational Exchange of DNA data in the EU: Engaging Science with Social Control, Citizenship and Democracy', and received national funding from the Foundation for Science and Technology---FCT (Portuguese Ministry of Education and Science) within the grant IF/00829/2013 (to Helena Machado).

DAPIX is the name of the "Working Party on Data Protection and Information Exchange". This body is mandated to overview and support the tasks and procedures related to the implementation of legislation and policies on information exchange and the protection of personal data in the context of the so-called Prüm Decisions (2008/615/JHA and 2008/616/JHA) and the "Swedish Initiative" [@bb0245]. DAPIX works in close cooperation with EUROPOL in promoting cross-border information exchange and is responsible for the implementation of the European Information Management System (IMS) and IMS Action Lists, as well as the regular update and revision of the Law Enforcement Information Exchange Manual.

The automatic hits or matches generated through mass comparisons in the Prüm system were defined in Decision 2008/616/JHA [@bb0010] and classified according to their quality. A Quality 1 match (full match) occurs when all allele values of the compared loci commonly contained in the requesting and requested DNA profiles are the same. A Quality 2 match is also equal in all compared alleles but with a wildcard. That is, the compared profile counts as a match when it is equal in six loci, plus the extra allele that can be different. As such, and given the amount of profiles exchanged, Quality 1 and Quality 2 matches reported in the DAPIX statistics can include false positive (or adventitious) matches. For a discussion on Prüm matching rules and examples, see van der Beek [@bb0030].

Because of the different STR systems used in forensic databases in the EU, including older, smaller systems, and the increased possibility of adventitious matches involved in massive profile data exchanges, it became necessary to expand the European Standard Set (ESS) from 7 to 12 loci [@bb0045].

For an overview of the legislative differences in forensic DNA databasing, see Santos et al. [@bb0205] and Wallace et al. [@bb0250].

PIES -- The Prüm Implementation, Evaluation and Strengthening of Forensic DNA Data Exchange.

In 2011, DAPIX initiated the discussion of proposals for the publication of common statistics on DNA data exchange. The Dutch delegation proposed three options for the presentation of DNA exchange statistics, according to the following models: 1) the number of investigations aided, 2) the number of results that could aid an investigation (i.e., relevant results) and 3) "unfiltered" statistics counting all matches. For reasons explained in document 12226/11 [@bb0235] regarding the proposal for common statistics on DNA data exchange, Option 1 would be unviable because it would be impossible to acquire such information in most Member States and to acquire this information in a useful time period. Although the Commission expressed preference for Option 2, most Member States (15) voted for Option 3, that is, "unfiltered" statistics, which is arguably the least useful model, albeit the most feasible one. The contents of Option 3 relate the following information: all unique Quality 1 and 2 matches (sorted by country and match type), only matches based on outgoing requests (to prevent duplicate counting), the number of unique profiles sent and received in the reporting year, the number of profiles in the DNA database at the start and the end of the year and an explanation of the meaning of the data [@bb0195], [@bb0235].

The total number of individuals in the French DNA database can include duplicate profiles or multiple DNA profiles per individual.

There are missing data for 2012, as France did not provide match statistics for that year.
